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The Lady Chosen Sep 13
2021 Tristan Wemyss, Earl of
Trentham, has a most
unexpected challenge: like all
men of his class he must find a

suitable wife, but within a year,
and if he fails, he must forfeit
his inheritance. Despite the
many alluring young women
paraded before him, he picks
his neighbor, Miss Leonora
Carling. Spirited, educated,
and no man's fool, Leonora
meets his requirements
perfectly. Unfortunately, she
has no desire to marry anyone .
. . But then unanticipated
danger finds her, and Leonora
must beg Tristan for his aid. A
mysterious stranger is
attempting to force her family
from their home, so when
Tristan extends his services as
protector, she has little choice
but to accept. Yet, as they get
ever closer to uncovering the
source of the threat, Tristan
discovers his offer of
convenience is becoming an
offer of love.
Viscount Breckenridge To
The Rescue Oct 07 2023
Heather Cynster has been
waiting her whole life to find
what her older brothers Gabriel
and Lucifer have found: love.
Not the pleasant marriage that
most of society enters into, but
the passion-filled, adventure-
packed kind of love that she'd
seen fulfill the lives of her
brothers and cousins. But
what's a girl to do when her
hero just isn't showing up? If
she's a Cynster, she takes
finding him into her own hands.
Determined to actively search
in places she hasn't yet
ventured, Heather's journey to

Scotland is rudely interrupted
by a kidnapper. As she and her
would-be rescuer, Timothy
Danvers, Viscount
Breckenridge, team up to bring
her kidnapper to justice and
foil his grand scheme, Heather
begins to realize that there's
more to be gained than just her
freedom . . .
The Inevitable Fall of
Christopher Cynster Nov 15
2021 #1 New York
Timesbestselling author
Stephanie Laurens returns to
the Cynsters’ next generation
with a rollicking tale of
smugglers, counterfeit
banknotes, and two people
falling in love. A gentleman
hoping to avoid falling in love
and a lady who believes love
has passed her by are flung
together in a race to unravel a
plot to undermine the realm.
Christopher Cynster has finally
accepted that to have the life
he wants, he needs a wife, but
before he can even think of
searching for the right lady,
he’s drawn into an
investigation into the
distribution of counterfeit
banknotes. London born and
bred, Ellen Martingale is
battling to preserve the fiction
that her much-loved uncle,
Christopher’s neighbor, still
has his wits about him, but
Christopher’s questions
regarding nearby Goffard Hall
trigger her suspicions. As her
younger brother attends card
parties at the Hall, she feels
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compelled to investigate. While
Ellen appears to be the sort of
frippery female Christopher
abhors, he quickly learns that,
in her case, appearances are
deceiving. And through the
twists and turns in an
investigation that grows ever
more serious and urgent, he
discovers how easy it is to fall
in love, while Ellen learns that
love hasn’t, after all, passed
her by. But then the villain
steps from the shadows, and
love’s strengths and
vulnerabilities are put to the
test—just as Christopher has
always feared. Will he pass
muster? Can they triumph? Or
will they lose all they’ve so
recently found? A historical
romance with a dash of
intrigue, set in rural Kent. A
Cynster Next Generation
novel—a full-length historical
romance of 124,000 words.
Praise for the works of
Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie
Laurens’ heroines are
marvelous tributes to
Georgette Heyer: feisty and
strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie
Laurens never fails to entertain
and charm her readers with
vibrant plots, snappy dialogue,
and unforgettable
characters.”Historical
Romance Reviews. “Stephanie
Laurens plays into readers’
fantasies like a master and
claims their hearts time and
again.” Romantic Times
Magazine
A Match For Marcus Cynster
Dec 09 2023 Duty compels her
to turn her back on marriage.
Fate drives him to protect her
come what may. Then love
takes a hand in this battle of
yearning hearts, stubborn wills,
and a match too powerful to

deny. #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens returns to rugged
Scotland with a dramatic tale
of passionate desire and
unwavering devotion. Restless
and impatient, Marcus Cynster
waits for Fate to come calling.
He knows his destiny lies in the
lands surrounding his family
home, but what will his future
be? Equally importantly, with
whom will he share it? Of one
fact he feels certain: his fated
bride will not be Niniver
Carrick. His elusive neighbor
attracts him mightily, yet he
feels compelled to protect
her—even from himself. Fickle
Fate, he’s sure, would never be
so kind as to decree that
Niniver should be his. The best
he can do for them both is to
avoid her. Niniver has vowed to
return her clan to prosperity.
The epitome of fragile
femininity, her delicate and
ethereal exterior cloaks a
stubborn will and an
unflinching devotion to the
people in her care. She accepts
that in order to achieve her
goal, she cannot risk marrying
and losing control of the clan’s
reins to an inevitably
controlling husband.
Unfortunately, too many local
men see her as their
opportunity. Soon, she’s forced
to seek help to get rid of her
unwelcome suitors. Powerful
and dangerous, Marcus
Cynster is perfect for the task.
Suppressing her wariness over
tangling with a gentleman who
so excites her passions, she
appeals to him for assistance
with her peculiar problem.
Although at first he resists,
Marcus discovers that,
contrary to his expectations,

his fated role is to stand by
Niniver’s side and, ultimately,
to claim her hand. Yet in order
to convince her to be his bride,
they must plunge headlong into
a journey full of challenges,
unforeseen dangers, passion,
and yearning, until Niniver
grasps the essential truth—that
she is indeed a match for
Marcus Cynster. A neo-Gothic
tale of passionate romance set
in the uplands of southwestern
Scotland A Cynster Second
Generation Novel – a classic
historical romance of 114,000
words. Praise for the works of
Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie
Laurens’ heroines are
marvelous tributes to
Georgette Heyer: feisty and
strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie
Laurens never fails to entertain
and charm her readers with
vibrant plots, snappy dialogue,
and unforgettable characters.”
Historical Romance Reviews.
“Stephanie Laurens plays into
readers’ fantasies like a master
and claims their hearts time
and again.” Romantic Times
Magazine
The Promise in a Kiss Jun 22
2022 The promise in a kiss: a
Christmas novel/ Stephanie
Laurens.
Beyond Seduction Oct 15 2021
In a moment of recklessness,
Gervase Tregarth, 6th Earl of
Crowhurst, swears he'll marry
the next eligible lady to cross
his path. Cloistered at his
ancestral castle in Cornwall,
with nary a suitable woman for
miles, he never expects he'll
have to fulfill his pledge, at
least not until the London
Season begins. But then he
meets his neighbor, the very
appealing Madeline Gascoigne.
Years of secret service to the
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Crown have taught Gervase the
value of always having a
loophole—there will be no
wedding if he and Madeline are
incompatible in any way. So he
sets out to prove that they
would make a most dreadful
match . . . by luring her into his
arms and, ultimately, his bed.
From their very first kiss,
Gervase discovers that the
headstrong and independent
Madeline is no meek country
miss . . . and that the fire
between them will burn long
beyond that first seduction.
By Winter's Light Nov 08 2023
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens
returns to romantic Scotland to
usher in a new generation of
Cynsters in an enchanting tale
of mistletoe, magic, and love.
It’s December 1837 and the
young adults of the Cynster
clan have succeeded in having
the family Christmas
celebration held at snow-bound
Casphairn Manor, Richard and
Catriona Cynster’s home. Led
by Sebastian, Marquess of
Earith, and by Lucilla, future
Lady of the Vale, and her twin
brother, Marcus, the upcoming
generation has their own plans
for the holiday season. Yet
where Cynsters gather, love is
never far behind—the festive
occasion brings together Daniel
Crosbie, tutor to Lucifer
Cynster’s sons, and Claire
Meadows, widow and
governess to Gabriel Cynster’s
daughter. Daniel and Claire
have met before and the
embers of an unexpected
passion smolder between them,
but once bitten, twice shy,
Claire believes a second
marriage is not in her stars.
Daniel, however, is determined

to press his suit. He’s seen the
love the Cynsters share, and
Claire is the lady with whom he
dreams of sharing his life.
Assisted by a bevy of
Cynsters—innate matchmakers
every one—Daniel strives to
persuade Claire that trusting
him with her hand and her
heart is her right path to
happiness. Meanwhile, out
riding on Christmas Eve, the
young adults of the Cynster
clan respond to a plea for help.
Summoned to a humble
dwelling in ruggedly forested
mountains, Lucilla is called on
to help with the difficult birth
of a child, while the others rise
to the challenge of helping her.
With a violent storm closing in
and severely limited options,
the next generation of Cynsters
face their first collective
test—can they save this mother
and child? And themselves,
too? Back at the manor, Claire
is increasingly drawn to Daniel
and despite her misgivings,
against the backdrop of the
ongoing festivities their
relationship deepens. Yet she
remains torn—until catastrophe
strikes, and by winter’s light,
she learns that love—true
love—is worth any risk, any
price. A tale brimming with all
the magical delights of a
Scottish festive season. A
Cynster novel – a classic
historical romance of 71,000
words. Praise for the works of
Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie
Laurens’ heroines are
marvelous tributes to
Georgette Heyer: feisty and
strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie
Laurens never fails to entertain
and charm her readers with
vibrant plots, snappy dialogue,
and unforgettable characters.”

Historical Romance Reviews.
“Stephanie Laurens plays into
readers’ fantasies like a master
and claims their hearts time
and again.” Romantic Times
Magazine
The Games Lovers Play Dec 29
2022 #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens returns to the
Cynsters’ next generation with
an evocative tale of two people
striving to overcome unusual
hurdles in order to claim true
love. A nobleman wedded to
the lady he loves strives to
overwrite five years of
masterful pretence and open
his wife’s eyes to the fact that
he loves her as much as she
loves him. Lord Devlin Cader,
Earl of Alverton, married
Therese Cynster five years ago.
What he didn’t tell her then
and has assiduously hidden
ever since—for what seemed
excellent reasons at the
time—is that he loves her every
bit as much as she loves him.
For her own misguided
reasons, Therese had decided
that the adage that Cynsters
always marry for love did not
necessarily mean said Cynsters
were loved in return. She
accepted that was usually so,
but being universally viewed by
gentlemen as too managing,
bossy, and opinionated, she
believed she would never be
loved for herself. Consequently,
after falling irrevocably in love
with Devlin, when he made it
plain he didn’t love her yet
wanted her to wife, she
accepted the half love-match he
offered, and once they were
wed, set about organizing to
make their marriage the very
best it could be. Now, five
years later, they are an
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established couple within the
haut ton, have three young
children, and Devlin is making
a name for himself in business
and political circles. There’s
only one problem. Having
attended numerous Cynster
weddings and family
gatherings and spent time with
Therese’s increasingly married
cousins, who with their spouses
all embrace the Cynster ideal
of marriage based on mutually
acknowledged love, Devlin is
no longer content with the half
love-match he himself
engineered. No fool, he sees
and comprehends what the
craven act of denying his love
is costing both him and
Therese and feels compelled to
rectify his fault. He wants for
them what all Therese’s
married cousins enjoy—the rich
and myriad benefits of
marriages based on
acknowledged mutual love.
Love, he’s discovered, is too
powerful a force to deny,
leaving him wrestling with the
conundrum of finding a way to
convincingly reveal to Therese
that he loves her without
wrecking
everything—especially the
mutual trust—they’ve built over
the past five years. A classic
historical romance set amid the
glittering world of the London
haut ton. A Cynster Next
Generation novel—a full-length
historical romance of 110,000
words. Praise for The Games
Lovers Play “A high-society
Regency-era couple explores
the genuine affection they
share for one another against a
sophisticated vintage backdrop.
Unwaveringly eloquent, Games
Lovers Play is as much a
snapshot of a maturing

marriage as it is an
impassioned, provocative
romance.” Libybet R. G.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing
“It isn't fashionable for
members of high society in
mid-nineteenth-century London
to be in love with their spouses,
but Lord Devlin Cader, seventh
Earl of Alverton, is. After
several years of marriage, has
he waited so long that she
won't accept a declaration even
if he makes it?” Kim H.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing
“In the power couple of Devlin
and Therese, Laurens has
conjured a love story that is
every bit as enthralling as
those of her unmarried lords
and ladies.” Angela M., Copy
Editor, Red Adept Editing
The Capture of the Earl of
Glencrae Jan 30 2023
“Laurens’s lush sensuality
takes my breath away!” —Lisa
Kleypas Stephanie Laurens
fans simply cannot get enough
of the Cynsters—the New York
Times bestselling author’s
wickedly seductive family of
sexy rogues and headstrong
young ladies. With The Capture
of the Earl of Glencrae,
Laurens’s enthralling historical
romance miniseries featuring
the Cynster Brides comes to a
wild and satisfying
conclusion—as lovely,
determined Angelica Cynster
recognizes her ideal match
across a candlelit
ballroom…only to find herself
suddenly kidnapped by the
man, spirited off to the Scottish
Highlands, and engaged to be
married!
A Conquest Impossible To
Resist Oct 27 2022 #1 New
York Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens returns to

the Cynsters’ next generation
to bring you a thrilling tale of
love, intrigue, and fabulous
horses. A notorious rakehell
with a stable of fabulous
Thoroughbreds and a lady on a
quest to locate such horses
must negotiate personal
minefields to forge a greatly
desired alliance—one someone
is prepared to murder to
prevent. Prudence Cynster has
turned her back on husband
hunting in favor of horse
hunting. As the head of the
breeding program
underpinning the success of
the Cynster racing stables,
she’s on a quest to acquire the
necessary horses to refresh the
stable’s breeding stock. On his
estranged father’s death,
Deaglan Fitzgerald, now Earl of
Glengarah, left London and the
hedonistic life of a wealthy,
wellborn rake and returned to
Glengarah Castle determined
to rectify the harm caused by
his father’s neglect. Driven by
guilt that he hadn’t been there
to protect his people during the
Great Famine, Deaglan holds
against the lure of his father’s
extensive collection of horses
and, leaving the stable to the
care of his brother, Felix,
devotes himself to returning
the estate to prosperity.
Deaglan had fallen out with his
father and been exiled from
Glengarah over his drive to
have the horses pay their way.
Knowing Deaglan’s wishes and
that restoration of the estate is
almost complete, Felix writes
to the premier Thoroughbred
breeding program in the British
Isles to test their interest in the
Glengarah horses. On receiving
a letter describing exactly the
type of horses she’s seeking,
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Pru overrides her family’s
reluctance and sets out for
Ireland’s west coast to visit the
now-reclusive wicked Earl of
Glengarah. Yet her only
interest is in his horses, which
she cannot wait to see. When
Felix tells Deaglan that a P. H.
Cynster is about to arrive to
assess the horses with a view
to a breeding arrangement,
Deaglan can only be grateful.
But then P. H. Cynster turns
out to be a lady, one utterly
unlike any other he’s ever met.
Yet they are who they are, and
both understand their world.
They battle their instincts and
attempt to keep their
interactions businesslike, but
the sparks are incandescent
and inevitably ignite a sexual
blaze that consumes them
both—and opens their eyes. But
before they can find their way
to their now-desired goal, first
one accident, then another
distracts them. Someone, it
seems, doesn’t want them to
strike a deal. Who? Why? They
need to find out before
whoever it is resorts to the
ultimate sanction. A historical
romance with neo-Gothic
overtones, set in the west of
Ireland. A Cynster Next
Generation novel—a full-length
historical romance of 125,000
words. Praise for the works of
Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie
Laurens’ heroines are
marvelous tributes to
Georgette Heyer: feisty and
strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie
Laurens never fails to entertain
and charm her readers with
vibrant plots, snappy dialogue,
and unforgettable
characters.”Historical
Romance Reviews. “Stephanie
Laurens plays into readers’

fantasies like a master and
claims their hearts time and
again.” Romantic Times
Magazine
All About Love Aug 13 2021
Lucifer Cynster has sworn
never to pledge his heart -- but
fate has other plans... The last
unwed Cynster, Alasdair --
known as Lucifer -- has
escaped to Devon one step
ahead of London's
matchmaking mamas. Yet,
despite his dedication to
avoiding the parson's
mousetrap, the irresistible
Phyllida Tallent -- a willful,
independent beauty -- brings all
his masterful Cynster instincts
rioting to the fore. Initially
Lucifer tries to suppress the
desire Phyllida evokes, but fate
intervenes, leaving him facing
the ultimate challenge for a
Cynster -- wooing a reluctant
bride. Her wit, charm, and
beauty have garnered Phyllida
a bevy of suitors, but not one
has tempted her the way
Lucifer does. His offer to teach
her all about love is almost too
tantalizing to refuse. And
although she has not yet
surrendered completely,
Phyllida knows only a fool
resists a determined Cynster.
And Phyllida is certainly no
one's fool.
The Untamed Bride LP Apr 01
2023 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens presents a brash, bold
new series. They're battle-
hardened, sinfully wealthy,
completely unstoppable—and
all male: Four officers of the
Crown, fighting against a
deadly foe known only as the
Black Cobra. He is a man who
has faced peril without
flinching, determined to fight

for king and country. She is a
bold, beautiful woman with a
scandalous past, destined to
become an untamed bride.
Together they must vanquish
the ruthless enemy, while
confronting the dangers of the
heart . . .
Lady Osbaldestone's
Christmas Intrigue May 14
2024 #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens immerses you in the
simple joys of a long-ago
country-village Christmas,
featuring a grandmother, her
grandchildren, her unwed son,
a determined not-so-young
lady, foreign diplomats,
undercover guards, and agents
of Napoleon! At Hartington
Manor in the village of Little
Moseley, Therese, Lady
Osbaldestone, and her
household are once again
enjoying the company of her
intrepid grandchildren, Jamie,
George, and Lottie, when they
are unexpectedly joined by her
ladyship’s youngest and still-
unwed son, also the children’s
favorite uncle, Christopher. As
the Foreign Office’s master
intelligencer, Christopher has
been ordered into hiding until
the department can
appropriately deal with the
French agent spotted following
him in London. Christopher
chose to seek refuge in Little
Moseley because it’s such a
tiny village that anyone without
a reason to be there stands out.
Neither he nor his office-
appointed bodyguard expect to
encounter any dramas. Then
Christopher spots a lady from
London he believes has been
hunting him with matrimonial
intent. He can’t understand
how she tracked him to the
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village, but determined to avoid
her, he enlists the children’s
help. The children discover
their information-gathering
skills are in high demand, and
while engaging with the
villagers as they usually do and
taking part in the village’s
traditional events, they do their
best to learn what Miss Marion
Sewell is up to. But upon
reflection, Christopher realizes
it’s unlikely the Marion he was
so attracted to years before has
changed all that much, and he
starts to wonder if what she
wants to tell him is actually
something he might want to
hear. Unfortunately, he has set
wheels in motion that are not
easy to redirect. Although
Marion tries to approach him
several times, he and she fail to
make contact. Then just when
it seems they will finally
connect, a dangerous stranger
lures Marion away. Fearing the
worst, Christopher gives
chase—trailed by his
bodyguard, the children, and a
small troop of helpful younger
gentlemen. What they discover
at nearby Parteger Hall is not
at all what anyone expected,
and as the action unfolds, the
assembled company band
together to protect a secret
vital to the resolution of the
war against Napoleon. Fourth
in series. A novel of 81,000
words. A Christmas tale of
intrigue, personal evolution,
and love.
Four in Hand Jun 10 2021 Be
enthralled again by this classic
Regency romance, only from
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens.
Infamous rogue Max
Rotherbridge unexpectedly
inherits a dukedom—and four

lovely young wards along with
it. Suddenly he has to protect
the four ladies from other rakes
like him. But it’s the eldest
sister, Caroline, who is giving
him real trouble. Because she’s
the one he wants for his own…
Caroline Twinning’s beauty is
matched only by her
intelligence and shrewdness.
She’s determined to see her
sisters—and herself—well
married before the season is
through. And no one is more
inappropriate for her than the
new duke. After all, the whole
of London knows he’s not the
marrying kind. So why is he the
only one who interests her?
Originally published in 1993
Once a Laird Apr 20 2022
Reunited at long last, will they
give in to their passion? After
the death of his fiancée, Kai
Ramsey left Scotland to roam
distant lands. Having barely
survived after being
imprisoned as a spy during the
Napoleonic War, Ramsay has
lived on the edge of danger for
years, but everything changes
when a letter arrives for him
from Scotland... Signy
Matheson has dedicated her
life to the people of Scotland’s
remote Thorsay Islands. With a
fiery spirit and agile mind, she
is a faithful ally to the aging
laird. Now their leader is ailing
and Signy must summon the
laird's successor at once – it’s
time for Ramsey to come home.
When Ramsay returns to
Thorsay, he’s shocked to find
that Signy has blossomed into
an alluring beauty, and a force
to be reckoned with. Because
of their complicated past,
Ramsey and Signy must deny
their desire for each other. But
after a wild storm sparks

undeniable passion, the
discovery of an ancestral
treasure trove places them in
harm’s way, and the two will
have to come together to
protect Thorsay. A thrilling
Scottish Regency romance
from New York Times
bestseller Mary Jo Putney, for
fans of Julia Quinn and
Stephanie Laurens.
In Pursuit of Eliza Cynster
Apr 08 2021 The pleasure of
your company is requested at
thewedding of Miss Eliza
Cynster . . . but not until
she’srescued from a daring
abduction by the
mostunexpected of heroes!
Brazenly kidnapped from her
sister Heather’s engagement
ball, Eliza Cynster is spirited
north to Edinburgh.Desperate
and determined to escape, she
seizes uponthe first possible
champion who happens
along—gentleman scholar
Jeremy Carling. Villains and
rescues are a far cry from
Jeremy’s expertise,yet he
cannot abandon a damsel in
distress. But dangerlurks and
hurdles abound in their race to
escapethe mysterious laird,
until a final confrontation on
awindswept cliff reveals what
their future life could hold—if
both are bold enough to
capture and own
theunexpected love they now
share.
Mastered By Love Sep 25
2022 The men of the Bastion
Club proved their bravery
secretly fighting for their
country. Now their leader faces
that most dangerous mission of
all: finding a bride. As the
mysterious leader of the
Bastion Club known as
"Dalziel," Royce Varisey, tenth
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Duke of Wolverstone, served
his country for decades, facing
dangers untold. But as the
holder of one of England's most
august noble titles, he must
now take on that gravest duty
of all: marriage. Yet the young
ladies the grand dames would
have him consider are
predictably boring. Far more
tempting is his castle's willful
and determinedly aloof
chatelaine, Minerva
Chesterton. Beneath her serene
façade lies a woman of
smoldering sensuality, one who
will fill his days with comfort
and his nights with sheer
pleasure. Determined to claim
her, he embarks on a seduction
to prove his mastery over every
inch of her body . . . and every
piece of her heart.
The Lady's Command Jun 03
2023 How does marriage work?
If convention is set aside and is
no longer there to guide…what
then? #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens brings you THE
ADVENTURERS QUARTET, a
riveting blend of Regency-era
high seas adventure, a mystery
shrouded in the heat of tropical
jungles, and the passionate
romances of four couples and
their unexpected journeys into
love. The instant Captain
Declan Frobisher laid eyes on
Lady Edwina Delbraith, he
knew she was the lady he
wanted as his wife. The scion of
a seafaring dynasty
accustomed to success, he
discovered that wooing Edwina
was surprisingly
straightforward—not least
because she made it plain that
she wanted him as much as he
wanted her. Declan’s vision of
marriage was of a gently-

reared wife to grace his arm, to
manage his household, and to
bear his children. He assumed
that household, children, and
wife would remain safely in
England while he continued his
life as an explorer sailing the
high seas. Declan got his
wish—up to a point. He and
Edwina were wed. As for the
rest—his vision of marriage…
Aunt of the young Duke of
Ridgware and sister of the
mysterious man known as
Neville Roscoe, London’s
gambling king, even before the
knot was tied Edwina shattered
the illusion that her character
is as delicate, ethereal, and
fragile as her appearance
suggests. Far from adhering to
orthodox mores, she and her
ducal family are even more
unconventional than the
Frobishers. Beneath her fairy-
princess exterior, Edwina
possesses a spine of steel—one
that might bend, but will never
break. Born to the
purple—born to rule—she’s
determined to rule her life.
With Declan’s ring on her
finger, that means forging a
marriage that meets her needs
as well as his. But bare weeks
into their honeymoon, Declan is
required to sail to West Africa.
Edwina decides she must
accompany him. A secret
mission with unknown villains
flings unexpected dangers into
their path as Declan and
Edwina discover that meeting
the challenge of making an
unconventional marriage work
requires something they both
possess—bold and adventurous
hearts. The first voyage is one
of exploration, the second one
of discovery. The third journey
brings maturity, while the

fourth is a voyage of second
chances. Start the journey here
and follow the adventure, the
mystery, and the romances to
the thrilling end. A historical
novel of 85,000 words
interweaving romance, high
adventure, and intrigue.
What Price Love? Jul 04 2023
Enter the unforgettable world
of New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens,
creator of the phenomenal
Cynster family. This amazing
clan -- and their friends -- is a
bold, powerful group of men
who let nothing stand in their
way when it comes to matters
of the heart. And in this,
Stephanie Laurens's newest
novel, a passionate man and a
daring woman confront the
ultimate question. . . . What
Price Love? There is nothing
more fascinating than a darkly
handsome rake, especially one
as controlled and elusive as
Dillon Caxton, protégé of
Demon Cynster. Despite his
dangerous air, Dillon is a man
of sterling reputation, but it
wasn't always so. Years ago, an
illicit scheme turned into a
nefarious swindle, and only the
help of his cousin, Felicity, and
her husband, Demon, saved
Dillon from ruin. Now
impeccably honest, he guards
his hard-won reputation and is
the Keeper of the Register of
all racing horses in England.
His standing and aloofness
make Dillon undeniably
desirable to young ladies, but
despite all the lures thrown his
way, he remains uninterested --
his attention unfixed. Until
"Miss Priscilla Dalling" erupts
into his life. A stunning beauty,
she affects Dillon as no other
ever has, but what fascinates
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him even more is that this
tempting young lady is clearly
desperate, and equally clearly
lying about wanting to see the
Register to fulfill the whim of
an eccentric aunt. Lady
Priscilla Dalloway will do
anything to see what's in the
Register -- even lie! Her twin
brother, Russell, who had
fought with their father and left
the family home to work with
the finest racehorses, has
disappeared. Pris knows that
clues to his whereabouts can
be found in the tome Dillon
Caxton refuses to let her see.
She unleashes her feminine
wiles on Dillon -- to no avail.
But Dillon is now determined to
learn the truth behind her
quest. Exploiting the powerful
attraction that flares between
them, he succeeds in
convincing Pris to tell him all,
to trust him with her twin's life.
Together, Dillon and Pris locate
Rus, only to discover that his
life is being threatened by the
perpetrators of a massive
betting swindle. The time is
ripe for Dillon to repay old
debts by helping another as he
himself was helped. Assisted by
Demon, Felicity, and Barnaby
Adair, Dillon and Pris embark
on a journey riddled with
danger -- and undeniable
passion -- as they seek to
overturn the swindle and
expose Rus's deadly enemies.
And along the way they
discover the answer to that
age-old question: What price
love?
The Elusive Bride Mar 08
2021 An ex-officer of he Crown,
on a mission to take down a
deadly enemy known only as
the Black Cobra, encounters a
woman he never dreamed of

seeing again who joins him in a
battle against evil on the high
seas.
The Tempting of Thomas
Carrick Feb 16 2022 Do you
believe in fate? Do you believe
in passion? What happens
when fate and passion collide?
Do you believe in love? What
happens when fate, passion,
and love combine? This. This…
#1 New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens
returns to Scotland with a tale
of two lovers irrevocably linked
by destiny and passion. Thomas
Carrick is a gentleman driven
to control all aspects of his life.
As the wealthy owner of
Carrick Enterprises, located in
bustling Glasgow, he is one of
that city’s most eligible
bachelors and fully intends to
select an appropriate wife from
the many young ladies paraded
before him. He wants to take
that necessary next step along
his self-determined path, yet no
young lady captures his eye,
much less his attention...not in
the way Lucilla Cynster had,
and still did, even though she
lives miles away. For over two
years, Thomas has avoided his
clan’s estate because it borders
Lucilla’s home, but disturbing
reports from his clansmen
force him to return to the
countryside—only to discover
that his uncle, the laird, is
ailing, a clan family is
desperately ill, and the clan-
healer is unconscious and
dying. Duty to the clan leaves
Thomas no choice but to seek
help from the last woman he
wants to face. Strong-willed
and passionate, Lucilla has
been waiting—increasingly
impatiently—for Thomas to
return and claim his rightful

place by her side. She knows
he is hers—her fated lover,
husband, protector, and mate.
He is the only man for her, just
as she is his one true love. And,
at last, he’s back. Even though
his returning wasn’t on her
account, Lucilla is willing to
seize whatever chance Fate
hands her. Thomas can never
forget Lucilla, much less the
connection that seethes
between them, but to marry
her would mean embracing a
life he's adamant he does not
want. Lucilla sees that Thomas
has yet to accept the
inevitability of their union and,
despite all, he can refuse her
and walk away. But how can he
ignore a bond such as
theirs—one so much stronger
than reason? Despite several
unnerving attacks mounted
against them, despite the
uncertainty racking his clan,
Lucilla remains as determined
as only a Cynster can be to
fight for the future she knows
can be theirs—and while she
cannot command him, she has
powerful enticements she’s
willing to wield in the cause of
tempting Thomas Carrick. A
neo-Gothic tale of passionate
romance laced with mystery,
set in the uplands of
southwestern Scotland. A
Cynster Second Generation
Novel – a classic historical
romance of 122,000 words.
Praise for the works of
Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie
Laurens’ heroines are
marvelous tributes to
Georgette Heyer: feisty and
strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie
Laurens never fails to entertain
and charm her readers with
vibrant plots, snappy dialogue,
and unforgettable characters.”
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Historical Romance Reviews
“Stephanie Laurens plays into
readers’ fantasies like a master
and claims their hearts time
and again.” Romantic Times
Magazine
Temptation and Surrender LP
Jan 10 2024 When a gentleman
is restless and bored with the
careless pleasures of London
society, he needs to discover a
new diversion, and if that
diversion is a beautiful woman,
so much the better. Temptation
Jonas Tallent, who has
masterfully taken the reins of
his family's estate, never
expected a delectable morsel
like Miss Emily Beauregard to
step into his library, but he
certainly isn't about to hire her
as manager for the village inn.
A lady as tempting as Emily
belongs in a ballroom, or a
bedroom—preferably his.
Surrender Emily herself hadn't
expected her current
circumstances, but she has her
reasons and doesn't plan to
share them, even with someone
as seductive as Jonas. Yet he
can be so devilishly persuasive.
But a villain knows her secret,
and soon danger threatens Em,
her family, and the powerful
love she and Jonas have found
in each other's arms.
The Lady Risks All Apr 13
2024 “Laurens’s books are
always synonymous with
sensuality and strong-willed
heroes and heroines.” —Fresh
Fiction The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The
Capture of the Earl of
Glencrae, romance fiction
superstar Stephanie Laurens
has done it again with this
passionate tale of an oh-so-
proper lady and the dangerous
man for whom she throws

caution to the wind. The Lady
Risks All in this delightfully
sexy and sensuous historical
romance novel from the creator
of the recklessly romantic
Cynster family—Regency
England’s most irrepressible
clan of sexy rogues and
ladies—as well as the
acclaimed Bastion Club books.
The notorious Neville Roscoe,
who lives boldly outside the
bounds of proper society, is one
of Laurens’s most
unforgettable heroes—and the
story of his seduction of prim,
straight-laced Miranda Clifford
is filled with intrigue, danger,
and passion that will thrill not
only Stephanie Laurens fans,
but devoted readers of Lisa
Kleypas, Johanna Lindsey, and
Mary Balogh as well.
Scandal's Bride May 22 2022
How can an honourable lady
like Lady Catriona Hennessy
unite with a rake like Richard
Cynster? Though charmed by
his commanding presence, she
cannot give up her
independence. Marriage had
not previously been on
Richard′s agenda, but perhaps
taming the lady was just the
challenge he needs - if he can
have the rights of the marriage
bed without making any
revealing promises of love?
The Taming of Ryder
Cavanaugh Nov 27 2022 #1
New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens
returns with the next in her
Cynster Sisters series... The
Honorable Miss Mary Cynster
always gets what she wants. As
the last unwed Cynster of her
generation, she is determined
to remain in charge of her life
and of the man she will marry.
At the very bottom of her list of

potential husbands is Ryder
Cavanaugh, the daring and
devastating Marquess of
Raventhorne, an overwhelming
and utterly unmanageable lion
of the ton. But destiny has a
different plan. Ryder needs
Mary as his wife, not just
because she is delightful, fiery,
and tempting, but because he
values all she could be. When
fate and circumstance hand
him the chance, he claims Mary
as his marchioness...only to
discover what he truly desires
is not just to take her hand in
marriage, but to capture her
heart.
Tangled Reins Dec 17 2021 Be
swept away by the desire and
daring of this classic Regency
romance by #1 New York
Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens. Miss
Dorothea Darent has no
intention of ever getting
married, certainly not to a
rogue such as the Marquis of
Hazelmere. A disreputable
scoundrel, he is captivated
when they meet by chance and
is determined to win her heart,
even while she’s busy dazzling
the rest of London society. Now
Dorothea has a choice to make:
stick with her plan to remain a
respectable spinster, or run
into the arms of her dashing
stranger… Originally published
in 1992
The Truth About Love Sep 06
2023 The Cynster phenomenon
continues with this new
addition to the beloved series
from the international
bestselling author of "The Ideal
Bride" and "The Perfect Lover."
The Reckless Bride Aug 25
2022 “A fabulously entertaining
new quartet—with links to her
popular Cynster
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series….Laurens adds a dash of
exotic spice to her always
reliable mix of sexy romance
and risky intrigue.” —Booklist
The fourth book in New York
Times and USA Today
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens’s sensational Black
Cobra Quartet, The Reckless
Bride is a brilliant mix of
intrigue, danger, and historical
romance from one of the very
best in the business. A
breathtaking adventure set in
England’s Regency Era, The
Reckless Bride continues the
acclaimed romance novelist’s
extraordinary chronicle of love
and duty, as brave ex-officers
of the Crown band together to
destroy the traitorous fiend
known as The Black Cobra.
The Meaning of Love Mar 20
2022 #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens explores the strength
of a fated love, one that was
left in abeyance when the
protagonists were too young,
but that roars back to life
when, as adults, they meet
again. A lady ready and waiting
to be deemed on the shelf has
her transition into spinsterhood
disrupted when the nobleman
she’d once thought she loved
returns to London and fate and
circumstance conspire to force
them to discover what love
truly is and what it means to
them. What happens when a
love left behind doesn’t die?
Melissa North had assumed
that after eight years of not
setting eyes on each other, her
youthful attraction to—or was
it infatuation with?—Julian
Delamere, once Viscount
Dagenham and now Earl of
Carsely, would have faded to
nothing and gasped its last.

Unfortunately, during the
intervening years, she’s failed
to find any suitable suitor who
measures up to her mark and is
resigned to ending her days an
old maid. Then she sees Julian
across a crowded ballroom, and
he sees her, and the intensity
of their connection shocks her.
She seizes the first chance that
offers to flee, only to discover
she’s jumped from the frying
pan into the fire. Within
twenty-four hours, she and
Julian are the newly engaged
toast of the ton. Julian has
never forgotten Melissa. Now,
having inherited the earldom,
he must marry and is
determined to choose his own
bride. He’d assumed that by
now, Melissa would be married
to someone else, but
apparently not. Consequently,
he’s not averse to the path Fate
seems to be steering them
down. And, indeed, as they
discover, enforced separation
has made their hearts grow
fonder, and the attraction
between them flares even more
intensely. However, it’s soon
apparent that someone is intent
on ensuring their married life
is cut short in deadly fashion.
Through a whirlwind courtship,
a massive ton wedding, and
finally, blissful country peace,
they fend off increasingly
dangerous, potentially lethal
threats, until, together, they
unravel the conspiracy that’s
dogged their heels and expose
the villain behind it all. A
classic historical romance laced
with murderous intrigue. A
novel arising from the Lady
Osbaldestone’s Christmas
Chronicles. A full-length
historical romance of 127,000
words. “In this Bridgerton-

flavored Regency romance, two
eligible young
gentlefolk—Julian Delamere,
seventh Earl of Carsely, and
Melissa North—fake a
betrothal to keep scandal at
bay. This novel is half love
story, half mystery, and wholly
engrossing.” Kim H.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing
“Fans of romances and
mysteries set in Regency
England will get their fill with
this full-bodied novel of intense
courtship and murderous
intrigue.” Virge B.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing
“Stephanie Laurens fans who
have followed the journey of
Melissa and Dagenham, now
Earl of Carsely, will be
delighted to see these two
meeting again as adults.
Readers will enjoy trying to
figure out who is behind the
threats in this tale that’s as
suspenseful as it is romantic.”
Angela M., Copy Editor, Red
Adept Editing
All About Passion Feb 28
2023 New York Times
bestselling Australian author
Stephanie Laurens delivers the
latest tale in the immensely
popular Cynster series. When
Chillingworth is elected an
'honorary Cynster' at the end of
All About Love, he knows he
needs a wife, and an heir. His
goal; a simple marriage without
romance. He agrees to marry a
woman he believes to be pliant
and quiet. Unfortunately for
him, the woman he thinks is
Francesca Rawling is really her
cousin, Franni. Francesca
herself is proud, passionate
and opinionated in short, the
perfect bride for a Cynster...
The World of Stephanie
Laurens Mar 12 2024 If you
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love Stephanie Laurens, the
Cynsters, the Bastion Club, or
the Black Cobra Quartet, then
you won't want to miss The
World of Stephanie Laurens,
available only from Avon
Romance. Here you'll find the
Cynster Family Tree, a sneak
peek excerpt from every
Stephanie Laurens Avon
Romance, a Q&A with the
author, and much more! This is
the one-stop source of
information for everything
about the books of the #1 New
York Times bestselling author.
Best of all: it's free and
available for download now!
Foes, Friends, and Lovers
Aug 05 2023 #1 New York
Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens returns with
a tale of a gentleman seeking
the road to fulfillment and a
lady with a richly satisfying life
but no certain future. A
gentleman searching for a
purpose in life sets out to claim
his legacy, only to discover that
instead of the country
residence he’d expected, he’s
inherited an eccentric
community whose enterprises
are overseen by a decidedly
determined young lady who is
disinclined to hand over the
reins. Gregory Cynster arrives
at the property willed to him by
his great-aunt with the
intention of converting Bellamy
Hall into a quiet, comfortable,
gentleman’s country residence,
only to discover the Hall
overrun by an eclectic
collection of residents engaged
in a host of business endeavors
under the stewardship of a lady
far too young to be managing
such reins. With the other
residents of the estate, Caitlin
Fergusson has been planning

just how to deal with the new
owner, but coming face to face
with Gregory Cynster throws
her and everyone else off their
stride. They’d anticipated a
bored and disinterested
gentleman who, once they’d
revealed the income generated
by the Hall’s community, would
be content to leave them
undisturbed. Instead, while
Gregory appears the epitome of
the London rake they’d
expected him to be, they
quickly learn he’s determined
to embrace Bellamy Hall and
all its works and claim
ownership of the estate. While
the other residents adjust their
thinking, the burden of dealing
daily with Gregory falls
primarily on Caitlin’s slender
shoulders, yet as he doggedly
carves out a place for himself,
Caitlin’s position as chatelaine-
cum-steward seems set to grow
redundant. But Caitlin has her
own reasons for clinging to the
refuge her position at Bellamy
Hall represents. What follows is
a dance of revelations, both of
others and also of themselves,
for Gregory, Caitlin, and the
residents of Bellamy Hall. Yet
even as they work out what
their collective future might
hold, a shadowy villain
threatens to steal away
everything they’ve created. A
classic historical romance set
in an artisanal community on a
country estate. A Cynster Next
Generation novel. A full-length
historical romance of 118,000
words. Praise for Foes, Friends
and Lovers “Fans of full-bodied
Regency romances with
dynamic female leads will find
much to enjoy in Foes, Friends,
and Lovers.” Virge B.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing

“When Gregory Cynster
inherits Bellamy Hall and
arrives to inspect the enormous
home, he’s surprised to find a
woman, Caitlin Fergusson,
serving as steward of the
highly unconventional estate.
Though Caitlin is secretive
about her past, Gregory quickly
realizes he can’t afford to lose
her help, and he bides his time
in learning precisely what her
past looks like and whether he
can be a part of her future.
Fans of Regency romance will
relish this tale.” Angela M.,
Copy Editor, Red Adept Editing
And Then She Fell Feb 04 2021
No. 1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens has returned to
another utterly irresistible
branch on her beloved Cynster
family tree The only thing more
troublesome than a Cynster
man is a Cynster lady who
believes that love is not her
destiny. Famously known in
London Society as 'The
Matchbreaker', Henrietta
Cynster's uncanny skill lies in
preventing ill-fated nuptials -
not in falling victim to Cupid's
alluring spell.However, when
she disrupts one match too
many, she feels honour-bound
to assist the dashing James
Glossup and find him a suitable
bride for a marriage of
convenience. Yet this is no easy
task. Complicated by the
growing and undeniable
attraction that flares between
them, Henrietta must convince
not only James, but herself,
that when it comes to love, she
will never, ever fall.
Captain Jack's Woman and A
Gentleman's Honor Feb 11
2024 One of the brightest stars
of romantic fiction, the
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incomparable New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie
Laurens flings wide the gates
of the Bastion Club -- an elite
society of unmarried London
gentlemen dedicated to
determining their own
matrimonial futures. Here, in
one volume, are two of the
author's most captivating and
sensuous novels: a "prequel"
that brilliantly sets the stage
for the popular series and an
early Bastion delight. Captain
Jack's Woman Rebellious
Kathryn "Kit" Cranmer finds
adventure at the head of a rag-
tag band of smugglers. But her
dashing, ruthless rival, the
notorious Captain Jack, rules
the night -- and becoming this
bold man of mystery's woman
will carry Kit to new heights of
excitement beyond anything
she's ever dreamed. A
Gentleman's Honor Anthony
Blake, Viscount Torrington,
believes Alicia Carrington when
the frightened young beauty
swears she's innocent in the
murder of the villain who was
blackmailing her. But it is more
than honor that compels the
handsome nobleman to protect
her, and to do everything in his
seductive power to make Alicia
his. Two classic novels in one
volume!
Lord of the Privateers Jul 24
2022 Can true love die? Or,
neglected, does it lie dormant
until the object of true desire is
again within reach? Denied,
does passion smoulder, like
embers waiting for the right
conditions to flare into an all-
consuming conflagration? #1
New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens
delivers the thrilling conclusion
to her acclaimed series, THE

ADVENTURERS QUARTET, a
passionate Regency-era drama
played out on the high seas and
in the sweltering heat of
tropical jungles, ultimately
reaching a scintillating climax
in the glittering ballrooms of
Mayfair. The eldest of the
Frobisher brothers and widely
known as the lord of the
privateers, Royd Frobisher
expects to execute the final leg
of the rescue mission his
brothers have been pursuing.
What he does not expect is to
be pressured into taking his
emotional nemesis, childhood
sweetheart, ex-handfasted
bride, and current business
partner, Isobel Carmichael,
with him. But is it Isobel doing
the pressuring, or his own
restless unfulfilled psyche?
Resolute, determined, and an
all but unstoppable force of
nature, Isobel has a mission of
her own—find her cousin
Katherine and bring her safely
home. And if, along the way,
she can rid herself of the
lingering dreams of a life with
Royd that still haunt her, well
and good. Neither expects the
shock that awaits them as they
set sail aboard Royd’s ship,
much less the new horizons
that open before them as they
call into London, then, armed
with the necessary orders and
all arrangements in place,
embark on a full-scale rescue-
assault on the mining
compound buried in the jungle.
Yet even with the support of his
brothers and their ladies and,
once rescued, all the ex-
captives, Royd and Isobel
discover that freeing the
captives is only half the battle.
In order to identify and convict
the backers behind the illicit

enterprise—and protect the
government from catastrophic
destabilization—they must
return to the ballrooms of the
haut ton, and with the help of a
small army of supporters, hunt
the villains on their home
ground. But having found each
other again, having glimpsed
the heaven that could be theirs
again, how much are they
willing to risk in the name of
duty? Learn the answer and
revel in the action, drama,
intrigue, and passion as the
Frobishers—with help from
Wolverstone, the Cynsters, and
many familiar others—steer the
adventure to a glorious end. A
historical novel of 135,000
words interweaving romance,
high adventure, and intrigue.
The Secrets of Lord Grayson
Child May 02 2023 #1 New
York Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens returns to
the world of the Cynsters’ next
generation with the tale of an
unconventional nobleman and
an equally unconventional
noblewoman learning to love
and trust again. A jilted
noblewoman forced into a dual
existence half in and half out of
the ton is unexpectedly
confronted by the nobleman
who left her behind ten years
ago, but before either can
catch their breaths, they trip
over a murder and into a race
to capture a killer. Lord
Grayson Child is horrified to
discover that The London
Crier, a popular gossip rag, is
proposing to expose his
extraordinary wealth to the
ton’s matchmakers, not to
mention London’s shysters and
Captain Sharps. He hies to
London and corners The Crier’s
proprietor—only to discover the
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paper’s owner is the last
person he’d expected to see.
Izzy—Lady Isadora
Descartes—is flabbergasted
when Gray appears in her
printing works’ office. He’s the
very last person she wants to
meet while in her role as owner
of The Crier, but there he is, as
large as life, and she has to
deal with him without giving
herself away! She
manages—just—and seizes on
the late hour to put him off so
she can work out what to do.
But before leaving the printing
works, she and he stumble
across a murder, and all hell
breaks loose. Izzy can only be
grateful for Gray’s support as,
to free them both of suspicion,
they embark on a joint
campaign to find the killer. Yet
working side by side opens
their eyes to who they each are
now—both quite different to
the youthful would-be lovers of
ten years before. Mutual
respect, affection, and
appreciation grow, and amid
the chaos of hunting a ruthless
killer, they find themselves
facing the question of whether
what they’d deemed wrecked
ten years before can be
resurrected. Then the killer’s
motive proves to be a
treasonous plot, and with
others, Gray and Izzy race to
prevent a catastrophe, a task
that ultimately falls to them
alone in a situation in which
the only way out is through
selfless togetherness—only by
relying on each other will they
survive. A classic historical
romance laced with crime and
intrigue. A Cynster Next
Generation-connected novel—a
full-length historical romance
of 115,000 words Praise for

The Secrets of Lord Grayson
Child "This full-bodied novel
should please all long-time fans
of novels about romance and
intrigue set in nineteenth-
century England." Virge B.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing
“Two old lovers embark on an
investigation that is brimming
with danger and intrigue. Their
simmering, suspenseful tale is
one that fans of Regency
romance dare not miss.”
Angela M., Copy Editor, Red
Adept Editing “After ten years
apart, former lovers Lord
Grayson Child and Lady
Isadora Descartes work
together to solve a high-stakes
mystery (and) secrets from
their past. Is it wise to rekindle
their romance, or will the
search for love be their
undoing? The attention to
detail in both setting and
characters brings the story to
life. Fans of Regency romance
are sure to enjoy uncovering
The Secrets of Lord Grayson
Child." Brittany M.,
Proofreader, Red Adept Editing
It Happened One Night Jul
12 2021 It Happened One
Night . . . and nothing was ever
the same again! Once upon a
time, four superstar
storytellers—New York Times
bestselling authors Stephanie
Laurens and Mary Balogh,
along with Jacquie
D'Alessandro and Candice
Hern—came up with a delicious
idea. What if they each wrote a
story about a proper young
lady stranded at a remote inn
away from society's
constraints? What would
happen? And how long would it
take for her to give in to
desire? In these four amazing
tales, four heroines will come

face-to-face with the men who
got away . . . only to discover
that, instead of anger, there is
still a passionate connection
that cannot be denied. And
while each of their lives is quite
different, and their pasts
utterly unique, they will all
make a common
discovery—that one night can
change everything . . . forever.
The Greatest Challenge of
Them All Jun 15 2024 Lord
Drake Varisey receives
unwelcome assistance from
Lady Louisa Cynster in his
efforts to foil a plot against
England and the realm.
A Secret Love May 10 2021
And now, Stephanie Laurens
has created her boldest
Cynster yet - Gabriel - a man
who has known the pleasure of
many women, but who has
given his heart to no one. She
was desperate for his help...
When a mysterious lady, her
face hidden by a black veil,
begs Gabriel Cynster for his
help, he cannot refuse her plea.
For despite her disguise,
Gabriel finds the woman
alluring and he is powerless to
deny her. But he exacts
payment as only a Cynster
would demand: with each piece
of information he uncovers, she
must pay him - in the form of a
kiss. He was powerless to
resist... Lady Alathea
Morwellan knows Gabriel is
intrigued, but despite the
sparks that fly between them,
they have never passed a civil
moment together. Yet as the
stakes get higher, so does
Gabriel′s desire for payment.
And with each overpowering
kiss, each passionate embrace,
Alathea knows that she will not
be able to resist his ultimate
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seduction...but what will
happen when she reveals the
truth?
A Return Engagement Jan 18
2022 Previously appeared in
the anthology Royal
Bridesmaids. A delightful
novella from #1 New York

Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens. Everyone's
eyes are on a royal couple, but
there is more behind the
scenes than they'll ever know.
Lady Nell Daughtry is certain
her sister will be a perfect
princess, if only she gets the
reluctant bride safely to the

church to marry Prince
Frederick of Lautenberg. But
what she doesn't know is that,
in the wedding party, she's
been paired with her former
fiancé, Robert Knightly … and
now she'll be face-to-face with
the man who walked away.
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